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Cyber MongolAt Cyber Mongol, our products are built to empower the 
human-machine teams that defend organizations 
across the planet. Our technologies harness the tireless 
power of automation, delivering skilled value to the 
human operator. We offer SYNAPSE, a predictive cyber 
intelligence engine that ingests, triages, classifies, 
correlates and enumerates emerging adversary 
behaviors by surveying innovation taking place within 
the cyber security community. We also offer ASATA 
(Advanced Skills and Adversary Tactics Articulation), a 
conversational intelligence meant to teach emerging, 
offensive cyber behaviors at both a junior and advanced 
level. 

Cyber Mongol is proud of its accomplishments:

• Featured Company in the Government of Canada’s 
Trade Commissioner’s Cybersecurity eBook (2020-21): 
top Canadian cybersecurity companies for innovation

• Featured Company at InfoSecurity Europe 2020 with 
the Ministry of Ontario’s trade mission

• Featured Speaker at The Ministry of Ontario’s 
“Ontario Innovators Series” (Click: to watch talk)

• Featured Company at RSA San Francisco 2020 with 
the Ministry of Ontario’s trade mission

• Featured Company at the Transatlantic Dialogue – Big 
Data, Cyber-security and Artificial Intelligence, 
Germany 2018

Click: Link to TCS of Canada eBook: 
Most Innovative Canadian Cyber Security Companies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWHH2amdNlQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.flipsnack.com/manhattanstrategies/2020-21-cybersecurity-e-book-canadian-cta/full-view.html


The SYNAPSE Cyber Intelligence Platform articulates
trends in open source, offensive operator tooling and 
publicly available exploitation methods, likely to be 
adopted by sophisticated adversaries. SYNAPSE is a 
human-machine teamed solution that harnesses the 
power of advanced automation to locate, assess, 
classify and correlate offensive behaviors popular 
within the cyber security community. 

Utilizing this autonomy, human defenders can 
anticipate and better understand the attack behaviors 
their organizations are likely to face from sophisticated 
adversaries. The outputs produced by SYNAPSE could 
take a team of open-source intelligence analysts (OSINT)
weeks to yield, provided there are even the necessary 
in-house skills to do so. SYNAPSE reduces the demand 
for these specialized skills by providing highly curated 
OSINT signals, making predictive cyber intelligence 
accessible to all organizations. Organizations with the 
ability to anticipate adversary trajectories or 
understand current trends in offensive tradecraft, 
significantly reduce their attack surfaces and(or) 
adversary “dwell time”, should they become 
compromised.

SYNAPSE leverages unique datasets generated from its 
purpose-built, cyber intelligence engine (PANDEMIC), 
owned exclusively by Cyber Mongol Inc. (patent 
pending). No other CTI provider will be able to deliver the 
same early warning signals that SYNAPSE can visualize. 
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Graph Theory
SYNAPSE utilizes a high-resolution mapping of 
the offensive tooling ecosystem to offer an 
unprecedented visualization of relationships. 
These relationships consist of development 
similarities shared between exploit tools, 
publicly available exploits and their behaviors, 
creating distinct tradecraft clusters that can be 
analyzed for unique insights. This type of 
analysis is a vast topic that Cyber Mongol is 
pioneering and intends to release a white paper 
on the topic, early Winter 2021. 

Briefly, understanding how open-source, 
offensive tooling is related can greatly enhance 
defender initiatives such as building early 
detections, efficacy estimations and risk 
predictions for new and emerging tradecraft. 
Graph theory is at the core of our technologies.  



Advanced Indicators

Profile: Iranian Advanced 

Persistent Threat Groups

SYNAPSE visualizes unique-to-industry 
indicators and relationships that help 
defenders anticipate emerging adversary 
trajectories.   

Utilizing indicators unique to SYNAPSE 
such as the “Social Reach Indicator”, can 
powerfully augment a defender’s ability 
to anticipate attacks. The social reach 
indicator articulates the impact an exploit  
framework or publicly available exploit  
has over the cyber security community 
(inclusive of adversaries) as a whole. The 
higher the indicator, the higher the social 
reach of that particular exploit. If a new 
exploit or exploit framework is directly 
connected to an exploit or exploit 
framework with significant social reach, 
or generates significant social reach 
itself, the chance of adversary adoption is 
much greater. 

This is one example of  the indicators that 
are exclusive to SYNAPSE, making it  
unique and vital to any proactive cyber 
security program. 



Behaviors
SYNAPSE behavior categorizes its signals, 
allowing defenders to search for specific 
MITRE defined behavior types, behavior 
definitions specific to Cyber Mongol and 
Windows Native API functions which are 
typically utilized offensively. Moreover, when 
exploring exploit and exploit framework 
relationships, defenders can access the 
behaviors exhibited by any visualized signal 
simply by clicking on the node being 
investigated. 

This is an extremely powerful feature that 
allows defenders to search across every signal 
within our graph for specific behaviors or API 
calls. For instance, let’s say the blue team is 
especially worried about Token Impersonation 
(T1134.001), they can query for a specific API 
call like “OpenProcessToken” and return every 
signal that SYNAPSE has assessed utilizes this 
API call, sorted by latest signal activity. 



Live Sensor Feed & 
API Access (DEC 2020)

Our technology can provide an early warning 
system regarding adversary movements, 
sometimes well ahead of expert organizations 
such as homeland security. The automation 
accomplishes this by analyzing real-time human 
activity behind specific tactics or exploits. This 
functionality is being built into the December 
2020 release, also accompanied by the ability to 
look at live sensor data and trends as they are 
happening.

All signals visualized on the SYNAPSE platform will 
be available to our customers via API access as 
well.  
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